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ABSTRACT 

Assessment. of power transformer conditions is increasing concern in latest years. 

Failure of transformer can cause high installation cost and utility will lost. Dissolved 
i 

gas-in-oil analysis (DGA) is successful technique and provided wealth of diagnosis 

info�ation to detect incipient faults in oil transformer: .The fault gases that 

considered for evaluation are hydrogen, methane, ethane, ethylene and acetylene. 

There are various methods developed to . do the inspection of the fault type from the 
-, 

DGA data but only two methods are used in this study which. is.Roger's Ratio and. 

IEC Ratio. However, there are situations of errors and misleading results occurring 

due to borderline and multiple faults. This is because the relatioffbetween different 

gases become too complete and cannot match with the actllal fault. In order to solve 

the problem, this study proposes Fuzzy Logic to eff
i

ciently classify fault type in oil 

transformer based ori its higher·reliability and precision of fault diagnostics. Fuzzy 

Logic engine is developed using MATLAB to evaluate each DGA method. 
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CHAPTER! 

INTRODUCTION 

1.1 OVERVIEW 

Power transformers are the most critical and expensive equipments m 

electrical power systems and their failure can cause interruptions in the supply 

to electrical installations. Large transformer failures are often catastrophic and 

generate irreversible damage [1]. The failure statistic of power transformer 

was studied by Thanapong Suwanasri and et.al [13] by considering the 

scattering history data of power transformer. The results from failure statistic 

analysis reveal that bushing an on-load tap changer have the highest minor 
, · · .  

. •  

failures due to1eakage and defect respectively. 

If an incipient failure is early recognized, the power transformer can be either 

repaired or replaced before it causes a fault, in a scheduled maintenance 

program. Increasing concern inassessment ofpower transformer conditions to 

diagnose incipient faults will reduce the danger to the installation· and 

minimize.the overall cost. 

Mineral oil performs two important functions in transformers. It • cools the 

transformers and provides electrical insulation. Mineral oil is basically a mix 

of hydrocarbon components. Faults in oil transformer occur when mi11eral oil 
. . . 

is subjected to high thermal and electrical stresses then produce the energy that 
. . 

is needed forbreaking the chemical bonds between.the atoms.that make upthe 

hydrocarbon molecules. As a result, gas in various concentrations may be 
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